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 It just seems like yesterday that we stepped in 2021 hopefully and voila! It’s already April! 

This means soon another batch of UVCEians will have to prepare themselves to graduate and step 

into the next phase.  

 This brings a thought out to our minds, ain’t it? Today, securing a engineering degree not 

only means garnering the technical knowledge but another part that has become integral part of 

it for many is securing a step into the engineering industry - a job or the start of career. So much 

that the placement stats have become a critical deciding factor for students when locking on the 

decision of which engineering college to join. The quality and quantity of opportunities definitely 

is a top factor on their students’ minds. As we spark discussions in building, bettering our alma 

mater—this definitely becomes a important topic of discussion. Which is why with this edition we 

wanted to get the thoughts, factors, stats and talks started flowing regarding placements—

specially namma UVCE Placements. How are we doing? What more can we do to better it? What  

should we be focussing on? How do students perceive the opportunity? As alumni in the industry, 

how can we help? So many questions.  
   

 We started speaking to some of our students—the thoughts of which are highlighted in the 

later part of this edition. Jyothish Kamal from 3rd Mech had to say that -  

 “One of the main reason to join UVCE is placements. Students from different parts of the 

state come to this college with big dreams to fulfil, and this college is known for that. The heat of 

the Placements starts in the sixth semester itself. By this time most of the students are pretty 

much sure about what to do in their future, whether it’s a job that he/she wants or higher 

studies. This is the time when students switch from Instagram to LinkedIn and start building 

connections rather than increasing followers. The last 3 to 4 months before the first company 

arrives are the most crucial ones. In the sixth semester, the Training and Placement office plays a 

major role. The TPO conducts training sessions for the students which includes resume building, 

GD, aptitude preparation etc. needed for interview and hence, prepare students for the 

competitive road ahead.  

 Along with the TPO, the seniors in the college also guide the third years. Such seniors are 

a boon for a student and in UVCE, this is normal. It’s never too late for preparation. If you are 

thinking about the past years which you could have done better or you didn’t do what you 

wanted. The best time to start something is now. “ 
 

Another student, Varsha S Bhat from 3rd Year ECE sharing her thoughts and inputs about the 

current mindset/pressure of the Third Yr students soon-to-enter Final Yr said - 

 “ Your first job decides your career trajectory. With about 3 months left for placements to 

start, the tension among us third year students is high. People who never cared about academics 

can be seen studying rigorously now. From finding out about the types of companies and the job 

profiles to seeking the help of seniors, everyone is on their feet with respect to placements. 

 To help us out with the placement preparation, a Bootcamp is being done by Edusparkz 

and UVCE Graduates Association. Covering topics like resume building, placement statistics, 

written round etc, this bootcamp session is helping us prepare in a systematic way.  

 I believe that the major gap lies in what we study for our course and what the industry 

expects of us. While a lot of resources are available online, it adds on to the confusion of what to 

learn and what not to. With not much time to spare, a real picture of what companies require 

from us feels like a necessity. Information regarding the same from alumni, in any form will 

prove to be useful!” 

 Well, here’s starting the edition with some additional special titbits we have on this topic. 

Let’s get going!  

 - Team Sampada 

EDITORIAL 



We are glad to announce the list of VisionUVCE Scholarship awardees for the year 2021 – second 

phase (First year and Second year students only). Congratulations to the awardees!! We have 

tried our best to extend support to as many people as possible, second time as well for this year. 

We had received around 90 applications and 40 were shortlisted for interviews. 

VU SCHOLARSHIPS 2020-21 

NAME BRANCH YEAR NAME BRANCH YEAR 

Pandu Meti CIV 2 Revanasiddesha U CIV 2 

Adithya S K CSE 1 Shashank V P EEE 1 

Vinayak G Madiwalar CSE 1 Manoj N CIV 2 

Anil Parashuram Hatti ECE 1 Punith C R EEE 1 

Harish B.G CSE 1 Akhilesh B R ECE 2 

NAME BRANCH YEAR NAME BRANCH YEAR 

Rashmi H S CIV 2 Mounesh CIV 2 

Darshan Benni EEE 1 Dileep D M MEC 1 

Kishor CIV 2 Karthik K S CSE 2 

Raju M N EEE 2 Chandana T. N EEE 1 

Jyotiba Trimukhe CSE 1 Aishwarya K CIV 2 

Karibasappa H  ECE 2 Mahesh CIV 1 

Sanjay P MEC 1 Madhura R Badiger  ARC 2 

Ullas G B MEC 1 Shivadarshan.S EEE 1 

HALF SCHOLARSHIPS 

FULL SCHOLARSHIPS 

 

So, in total for the year 2020-21, VU Scholarships has been awarded as follows: 

Laptops: 10 | Full Scholarships : 33 | Half Scholarships : 46 

Thanks to all the donors who have supported generously during this pandemic situation and 

helped in raising a fund of total of around 11 Lakh. We appreciate every alumni contribution 

irrespective of whether it is large or small. It is the mindset to “Give Back to UVCE” that we 

respect. Thanks to all the generous contributions from individual and alumni groups, we have 

been able to sustain this initiative of VU Scholarships for 10 consecutive years now.  If we 

lookback now, what started as a small initiative  back in 2011 has reached a status which was 

unimaginable. We will be updating all the donors list of all these 10 years in our website shortly. 

The list of donors for this year can be seen here in this link 

http://www.visionuvce.in/visionuvce-scholarships-2020-21-donors/


 I suggest you all to keep your aggregate above the threshold which 

was 30% for us. Then comes the aptitude and CP (competitive programming) 

stuff, these are the most important things to clear the first round of any IT 

company. DO NOT ignore CP even if you have done good projects and 

internships. Practice and learn from websites like geeksforgeeks, leetcode, 

codechef etc. Then comes the core subjects Data structures >> Algorithms >> 

DBMS >> OS >> CN. Everything is important from these subjects, be 

thorough, enjoy and understand the concepts while learning these. Finally, 

the HR round, just be yourself, be honest and humble, that will do the trick. 

 I would suggest you all to try and get into a product based company because that’s where 

the real fun is. Just try and learn about the company, its vision and goals for a clear picture. 

NEVER go behind the money or CTC's. Finally, about the company I am currently working in. I 

am an SDE mobile intern at Practo technologies (yes, the same Practo which pops up before your 

YouTube videos xD). The work life is cool. The environment is very agile and supportive. All the 

best to all my juniors, do not worry or be tensed if you are not getting placed. Just wait for your 

turn. Do not stop putting in your efforts. You can contact us, seniors, at any time 

- Darshan Reddy, 4th year CSE  

CAMPUS SAYS 

 Texas Instruments has been coming to UVCE since 2018 for the 

same profile every year. The entire process was conducted virtually. Since 

I was preparing only for electronics core companies, I started my 

preparation from end of 5th semester. The recruitment process for Texas 

instruments was divided into 4 rounds including one online test on general 

aptitude and technical, two technical interviews. I wasn't able to answer 

every question but I put in the effort and tried my best and with the help 

of the interviewers I was able to answer most of them.  

 Prepare well in advance. Get all your fundamentals crystal clear. Don't feel intimidated by 

the questions asked. The interviews don't expect you to know all answers. Think out loud while 

solving any problem it helps the interviewer evaluate the approach you give to the problem. Do 

some good projects. Be thorough with whatever is mentioned in the resume. Work hard. Have a 

positive attitude and smile!  

- Mahima Pradeep, 4th year ECE 

 Like most people, I was new to placements, I knew very little about 

the preparation, just like you, but gladly we have amazing seniors in UVCE, 

who have helped me a ton, and I am pretty sure the legacy will continue for 

generations to come. 

 The interview experience was a roller coaster for me, there were 

times when I was overwhelmed, but I kept figuring out a lot of things along 

the way, so don't be disheartened, just keep in mind the 3D's - Discipline, 

Determination & Dedication, they play a very important role in your life too.  

 I've joined Philips as an intern recently through campus, and since then I have been 

exposed to a lot of new tools and technologies, it's a new learning opportunity every day, it really 

fascinates me how code can solve real world problems, and make world a better place. To be 

honest it doesn't matter which branch you are from, but if you have the passion to create, that is 

all that matters.  

-Manoj Kumar A, 4th year ISE 



 UVCE is widely known for its age-old legacy and placements. I 

have always dreamt of getting into an automotive design or 

manufacturing company. Now, I have been offered a job from Inteva 

Products, a Mechanical Core company, one of the leading automotive 

parts supplier in the world.  

 I was a little skeptical about our placements as the lockdown 

affected the entire industrial sector. The training and placement office 

did a wonderful job by arranging successful online training, despite its 

difficulties. The insights from our informative faculty and generous 

seniors armed us further to face placements. 

 Being a Mechanical engineer, one should have basic knowledge in all the core subjects like 

Manufacturing, SOM and Thermodynamics, as the first round of all the core company drives will 

contain technical questions from these major subjects. Knowledge in at least one design and 

analysis software, based on personal interest is a must. Choose your favorite subject, do 

specialization courses which add value to the future job that you are seeking in that particular 

domain. There are various online courses in platforms like NPTEL, Udemy and Coursera which 

help in your skill development and build up a quality resume. If your interest lies in the IT field, 

C, one object oriented language such as Java or C++and in depth knowledge in a language such as 

python, which helps in machine learning and automation of production industries, since the 

industry is getting digitalized, goes a long way. Don’t just blindly register to the companies that 

come for placement drives. Read the Job description first, if it suits you and only if you are really 

interested, register. In the end, as the saying goes, “Find out what you like doing the best and get 

someone to pay for you.” I hope everyone gets placed and the legacy continues. All the best! 

-Nishanth Joseph, 4th year Mech 

 I have been placed at Subex for the role of Product Engineer-IoT 

Security for both Internship and full time. The company came for campus 

hiring in the first week of December. It had given eligibility to 4 branches 

CSE, ISE, ECE and EEE, and had a cut off of 65% or 6.5 CGPA to be eligible to 

take up the first round of test.  

 There were a total of 5 rounds, out of which 1 was the written test 

and followed by 4 interviews which went on for about a whole week. All the 

questions were mainly on Networking, IoT (Arduino, Raspberry pi, sensors), 

DBMS, Linux and a few code snippets of C++. The next three rounds tested the depth of 

knowledge in relevant subjects. The final Round was by the Vice President of the company, which 

was mainly a HR round and was asked to convince him how I would not choose higher studies or 

leave the company after internship and not join for full time.  

My 2 cents for juniors: 

 Do a lot of Competitive Coding irrespective of the job role, even Core jobs expect you to be 

able to write codes, CC can help you understand codes and clear most of the initial rounds of 

companies to make it to the interview. 

 Subjects to study - Data Structures, DBMS, Computer Networking and OS. 

 Do Projects. Have at least 2 projects or your resume. Preferably 3. 

 Try to do an internship, it's not mandatory but this adds weight to your resume and also gives 

you a topic to talk on during the interview. 

 If you clear the Technical Interview round, research everything about the company and the 

job role. If you already know who is going to interview you, maybe look them up on Linkedin 

so you can have something to talk or ask during your interviews.  

-Yuvraj S, 4th year EEE  



 Ever feel like you're walking casually and there's a loud "THUD" 

sound approaching from behind? You turn back thinking it's a huge dinosaur 

but it's actually our placements! What am I going to do about it? How will I 

approach that one dream of getting a job ever since I joined UVCE?  

 I've been told there's a bridge which connects our student life to a 

professional life. But crossing the bridge with a little (read cute) dinosaur 

(read placements) is easier said than done. I believe, that we have to know 

everything about a challenge to overcome it. Talking to all my seniors, 

attending sessions organised by our alumni for placements have increased my knowledge base. 

With this, I know what strategy to use. I have to be strong & thorough with my basics. I have to 

work hard, stand out, be unique compared to my counterparts and there's no shortcut to it. With 

my strategy falling in the right place, I might be able to walk through the bridge easily. Perhaps, I 

don't even have to cross it, I can just take a direct jump with my dinosaur. 
 

- Sanketh Rajshekhar Patil, 3rd year Mech  

 As a Placement Coordinator I can say - We here at UVCE, along with 

everyone, have also faced quite a challenge with respect to placements this 

past year. We  appeal to you, the alumni of our college to help us out in 

possible leads to have our students placed. 

 We have tried our best to invite various companies and organizations 

to take part in our campus placements, but the pandemic having hit 

everyone hard, has made it extremely unfruitful. Even past recruiters were 

forced to turn us down this year. But we still believe that there is always 

hope and various paths to pursue and it hasn't been more true with our extensive alumni group.  

 I can and would request our Alumni to get in touch with the placement team, Department 

of Civil Engineering, as any contacts might lead to possible recruitment of our students. We are 

in search of any organization that recruits B.E. or M.Tech. students for a full time job role after 

graduation (August 2021) or part time internships at present. We will be extremely grateful for 

any heads up.  
 

- Mohin Khan,4th year Civil 

 From Team Sampada we would like to give you a glimpse into the current Placement 

Statistics for the year 2020-21 (that have happened so far): 

 Around 90 companies have visited so far to the campus 

 276 offers have been made to the students on campus, whereas around 36 offers are 

made off campus. 

 Though the total intake of the college is approximately 580, eligible candidates count is 

around 450.  

 When we consider, branch wise placements, apart from CSE & ISE, all other 

Departments are lesser than 50%, which is a concern. 

 The pandemic has certainly affected the campus placements (and it is just not in 

UVCE, but in all Engineering Colleges in general). As well are realising, these are testing 

times for each of us. We understand the economic conditions and other business eco-

system are not in great shape. But, we would like to request our alumni fraternity, who 

are in good positions at different companies to try to push their Hiring Managers for 

visiting the college for campus recruitments and provide the students an opportunity.  

 UVCE is known for the talent and dedication of the students. Helping hand from the 

alumni during such difficult times will go a long way. Anyone interested, can reach them 

by sending out a mail to campusuvce@gmail.com. If you are looking to reach out to Civil 

students in particular, here is the dedicated email-id : civiluvce@gmail.com 

mailto:campusuvce@gmail.com
mailto:civiluvce@gmail.com


BENGALURU: The National Aerospace Laboratories (NAL) on Wednesday said it has renamed the 

Centre for Civil Aircraft Design and Development (C-CADD) in Bengaluru to Roddam Narasimha  

Civil Aircraft Centre (RN-CAC), after the late aerospace scientist Prof Roddam Narasimha who 

passed away on December 14, 2020.  

 “This is to honour Prof Narasimha , the renowned Indian 

aerospace scientist and engineer. NAL’s forays in civil aircraft 

design and development began around 1990, following the 

recommendations of its Research Council headed by Prof Satish 

Dhawan. As director of NAL, Narasimha was at the forefront of 

this initiative. He championed India’s effort to be a leading player 

in civil aircraft design and development; he was the first to point 

out that civil aviation could be a creator of national wealth, instead 

of being a mere consumer,” NAL, a Council of Scientific and Industrial Research (CSIR) lab, said.  

 In the 1990s, Narasimha foresaw India’s growth in civil aviation, and positioned NAL as a 

partner in an enduring national endeavour.  

 “The light canard research aircraft (LCRA), using the Rutan Long-EZ design, was built at 

NAL and first flew on February 26, 1983. LCRA served as the test-

bed to design and develop India’s first all-composite aircraft, 

HANSA, which had its maiden flight on November 22, 1993 and 

continues to be a popular choice for India’s many flying clubs all 

over the country,” NAL added.  

 Following HANSA’s success, NAL launched the vastly more 

ambitious effort to develop SARAS, a multi-role light transport 

aircraft. SARAS had its inaugural flight on May 29, 2004. RN-CAC, 

NAL said, will become the nodal centre for the development of the 

vastly improved HANSA-NG trainer aircraft, and the next SARAS 

version, SARAS Mk2.  

 NAL has also submitted a proposal to the Government of 

India for the design and development of a 90–110-seater Regional 

Transport Aircraft (RTA). “If approved, RTA will catalyse the civil aviation scenario in India: It’ll 

support the growth of India’s smaller cities under the UDAAN programme and significantly 

promote economic development,” NAL added.  

 It is expected that RN-CAC will create the essential nucleus, and play the pivotal role, in the 

RTA programme once the formal approval is received from the government.  

- Times of India Article 

 NAL NAMES CENTRE AFTER PROF RODDAM  

https://timesofindia.indiatimes.com/india/nal-names-centre-after-prof-roddam/articleshow/81773112.cms
http://www.icinpro2021.org/


HUMOR @ UVCE 

UVCE CHRONICLES 

 UVCE Chronicles is an effort to document 

the memories, experiences, achievements of every 

UVCEian, straight from the source. Listen to their 

experiences in UVCE as well as their fields of 

expertise via these podcasts – a treasure chest of 

stories and life-lessons of UVCEians around the globe. 

 Episode 6 of UVCE Chronicles is out! Listen 

to Bhaktha Keshavachar from the batch of 1989 talk 

about his journey from KR Circle to co-founding 

Ezetap. Know what to keep in mind before stepping 

into the entrepreneurial world. 

 Listen to it via Anchor  or Spotify 

LISTEN TO ALL EPISODES 

https://anchor.fm/uvce-ga/episodes/Chronicle-Six-Bhaktha-Keshavachar-euf9gg
https://open.spotify.com/episode/6WIwh2XjomQPmWviS7kv9e?si=Q2pLsAmWQHSS1Ivue9oOqw
https://anchor.fm/uvce-ga


 Having been part of the placement process in both UVCE and BITS Pilani, I would like to 

mention a few differences which I have noticed. The following comparison is not limited to CS/IS 

students but anyone who wants to work in the IT domain.  

* Coding: There is a significant difference in the preparation 

level I found in the BE students in UVCE and BITS. The coding 

questions asked in the interviews demand BITS students to be better 

prepared and have an in-depth understanding of the data structures 

and algorithms required to solve complex problems. Almost all of 

the CS students in BITS were well-versed in the basic data 

structures and algorithms. A few were even prepared to solve 

Dynamic programming and Complex Tree problems. Students of non

-CS branches are in-par with CS students to bag the IT offers in 

placements. UVCE has a limited number of students who can code 

well and crack complex coding problems. The CS/IS students shouldn't have to struggle to code and 

crack interview questions. They will need to start preparing for coding interviews early and keep 

practicing to get better at it.  

* Technical knowledge: The interview process demands knowledge of core CS subjects like 

Operating Systems, Database Management Systems, Computer Networks, Data Structures, and 

Algorithms. The interviewer tests your understanding of the basic concepts of these subjects. The 

important factor that surprised me was that the BE students in BITS had a better understanding of 

these concepts than the ME students. Their course structure allows them to understand the basic 

concepts and learn advanced topics in these subjects as well as build projects in them. UVCE course 

structure from our time barely allowed us to understand the theoretical concepts. The course 

structure needs to test out the students' understanding rather than test their capability to mug up 

these concepts and forget after the exam. Students would also need to know why it's important to 

learn these subjects and their importance in the industry. 

* Projects: Coding is necessary to clear the initial written test round. Technical knowledge 

would help crack technical interviews but to bag the job offer, the students need to have good 

projects in their resumes. One needs to portray their skills in the form of projects. BITS Pilani 

faculty pay equal attention to both projects and exams. The evaluation process also includes 

plagiarism checks to make sure the project is not copied. This factor motivates students to build 

the project on their own. Many of the companies had a dedicated round 

for projects in which they tested the project's innovation and 

individual contribution to the project. Students were asked to explain 

the working of the project, the technology used, and students' 

knowledge of those technologies in detail. UVCE students in our time 

had a limited number of projects, and several students would copy 

projects from the seniors or friends from other colleges. This short-

term gain would affect them in the long term when they wouldn't be able to explain their project to 

the interviewer. Students need to build the projects with the long-term goal in mind and showcase 

their ability to the interviewer. Students can also develop their own projects outside course work 

to stand out from the other students.  

- Vishnu Y S , 2016 Batch 

PLACEMENTS - UVCE VS BITS PILANI 



Recently, the Team Sampada visited college and in our continued efforts to bring you 

updates on namma UVCE Renovation, here are some pictures of the most recent work going 

on our UVCE Boys’ Hostel. The work is in full progress. 

UVCE RENOVATION UPDATE 



 Placements at UVCE was one among the star attractions that made me enroll into 

mechanical engineering course at UVCE. At 2015 and 2016 the placement records not just 

chartered it's all time high number of offers but also took the name of UVCE closer towards more 

engineering aspirants amidst 100% placement guaranteed private institutions.  

Undoubtedly at that time UVCE had the top tier companies from in and around the country for all 

the departments, ready to take young UVCEians into their organization. Till date I remember 

from a placement drive where HR's from a reputed organization conversing about how students 

are self reliant and could manage multiple activities compared to the rest.  

 We are still the only government engineering college who has a tremendous placement 

track record in the state of Karnataka. Considering the fact the entire placement office in UVCE is 

driven by students. This is still a commendable achievement which was imbibed and injected to 

the core of UVCE by founding fathers of TPO. (Training and placement office)  
 

Being a recent graduate from the batch of 2019, and now having been in the industry as well, 

there are some thoughts, challenges and focus points I would like to share regarding placements: 
 

1. Better and Faster Infrastructure, setup and facilities 

Facilities like availability of digital & physical infrastructure (computers and labs/restrooms) 

where the capability to run them throughout the day is still a dream for UVCE, lacking permanent 

backup power supply. Most of the companies would like to do a pool Campus interview where 

1000's of students from more than 5 college would participate. 

UVCE even after its uplifting lacks the sufficient infrastructure and power supply to manage such 

huge drive. One can point that we can shift the drive to JB campus where we've a huge campus. 

That is rejected by the fact saying it's difficult for a huge number of people to travel to Bangalore 

University as placement drive starts at early time of 3am. So companies prefer the facilities to be 

provided at main campus which is K R Circle and is hard to do so. 

This has 2 major impact, UVCE although having caliber in its brand name, we cannot command 

over other institutions which slowly results in companies keeping UVCE out of the placement 

drive and we'll loose the benefit of interviews happening at home college where mentality 

usually is few students are picked more compared to other participant college. 
 

2. Stronger Administration Support Required 

Although students have been handling most of the process we would need college/management to 

step in and play a pivotal role in driving placement. 

The fact takes more importance when we see private institution signing an MoU with companies, 

establishing their research center, creating an atmosphere within the college even before 

placement topic is bought. In such setup students get the up-front opportunity to stay connected 

to companies even before their prime year. 

While we see this in scope with, the management needs to focus and prepare themselves more on  

how to deal with MoU's and get research centers, external projects and more collaboration with 

the companies. If steps in this direction can be taken, then I feel UVCE shall have the most 

collaboration considering its alumni base and legacy in no time. 
 

3. Missing relationship between Alumni and Placement office  

Combining these two because they is a strong working relationship which explored rightly can 

have a huge impact on placements. If we have UVCE Alumni placed in executive/leadership 

positions in their companies, decide to hire just 3 students per year we'll have all students placed 

with no extra effort. But we still struggle with this inspite of have such large alumni population? 

Why? 

ALUMNI SAYS - HOW CAN WE BECOME BETTER? 



The probable reasons can be seen at broad spectrum: one being the recent batches of students not 

performing well after hiring them and setting low standards, where as another one could be the 

lack of communication between alumni and placement office. 

Over the years, we have seen a weak or missing relationship/communication between placement 

office and alumni to create a holistic platform that could have aided in students securing more 

opportunities, building skills based better on industry knowledge/guidance from alumni and much 

more. The placement office must recognize the potential that can arise in this communication and 

has to employ sincere efforts in going the extra mile to communicate alumni and express their 

interest. It's a time consuming process to develop trust but definitely a worthy one. 

Absence of a strong and vast alumni association which selflessly works for betterment of college 

with no benefits from it has crippled the most valuable asset that can work for benefit of 

placements. 
 

4. Lack of Vision 

This point is put forward in considering the present and future of engineering. Government has set 

up the norms that engineering student must have industrial exposure of atleast 6 months through 

internship. But UVCE is one such institution that has no administrative support for this. 

Companies providing internship to students in there final/3th semester expects students to work 

and gain exposure like full time employees which is made hard by college administration having 

3/4 subjects in final semester with a project and regular attendance norms. Unlike all other 

institutions/accredited universities that require with only project and internship in their final 

semester. 

While trend setters in engineering education are trying to bring out more job creators than seekers,  

UVCE is still miserable and stuck in seeking jobs. The ability to inculcate entrepreneurial mindset  

has to pass through the management. Neglecting to imbibe this mindset has been the biggest 

drawback and will haunt UVCE in the years to come. 
 

5. Inadequate Training and Mock process 

Practice makes anyone perfect, so training the students to attend interviews, provide them enough 

mock experience to face the actual interviews need to be done by the Training and placement office. 

In my experience while I was a student, the TPO had never organized separate mock sessions to 

help the students become comfortable with the process. They do have one event in technical fest 

and one while we are introduced to world of placement which is too less for anyone to get 

comfortable with the process. As far as training is concerned, the process is not holistic enough to 

cover the gap that exists with opportunities/exposure in our college and the current expectations of 

the fast paced industry. Adding to this, concern also arise from the fact that  there are handful of 

Civils students placed, with mechanical having less than 30 placed in their core branches—when 

these two branches combined alone have more than 300 students in UVCE. 10% of placement is no 

astonishing fleet for any college and definitely not the one suitable for the glory of UVCE. 
 

I believe that the entire community is facing adverse effects due to the pandemic that had evolved 

and is now reestablishing itself slowly across the globe. As we found new norms in all aspects of 

life in similar lines it's alarming and extremely high time for officials, placement office, alumni and 

students of UVCE to analyse, adapt and evolve with a more sustainable model to face new 

challenges that future might hold for us. 

I urge all the stake holders to make their small contribution through this special edition by 

volunteering to reach out to management and take the first step by showing that you are with your 

alma mater when it needs you, like you needed it when you were young. Details of placement office 

is provided at this website developed by a selfless alumni who's still maintaining it without moral 

support or recognition from college or placement office.  

- Harsha S, Batch of 2019 Mechanical 



Our Sampada Edition 131 was crafted as a dedication to Dr. Roddam 

Narasimha. During our research about Sir, we found a lot of content—just 

drawing a picture of powerful and vast of an impact he had on the nation. In 

one of the interesting articles we found, was an interview of Dr. Roddam 

Narasimha named -’Aakaasha Raya’ done in January 2013 by editors at 

Bhāvanā. We published a part1 in Sampada 133, here is another excerpt 

in continuation: 

AAKAASHA RAYA (CONT..) 

Did these influences play a role in your decision to come back after your Ph.D. at Caltech? I 

hear that somebody took a bet that you would go back to USA in two years? (Cont..) 

RN: In principle, I could have gone abroad after my B.E. However, I came to the Institute [IISc], 

and I took this Master’s course in aeronautics. It was called a diploma course at that time, a two-

year Masters of Engineering. I learned to love fluid dynamics in those two years, and found that 

aerodynamics and fluid dynamics interested me. At the end of those two years I had to decide what 

I wanted to do. An uncle of mine, who had been to the US, said that I should go abroad since I’ve 

already done a two-year Master’s at the Institute. And they said, “You know, Dhawan is there [at 

IISc]. You just tell him, and you’ll get admitted straightaway to Caltech. Why do you want to stay 

here?” 

 But we also had a German professor, Oskar Tietjens, at the Institute. He was the chairman 

of the aeronautics department. He was the man who first taught me a fluid mechanics course. I had 

had a hydraulics course in engineering, but no fluid mechanics course. The division between the 

two subjects was still there in India. Tietjens had been at the Institute for three years before I 

joined, and he knew what Indian students knew and didn’t know. So it was from one point of view 

a kind of first course, an elementary course on fluid mechanics. But he also wanted to emphasize 

that you have to reason. So he went to great lengths to show that all of this is logic and so on. He 

did not cover a great deal of ground, but he covered the fundamentals thoroughly. 

 I think he had made up his mind on this approach after he got to know the level at which 

India was educating its engineers at that time. Aeronautics was very new in India. It was a creation 

of the Second World War. There was hardly anything before that. So he prepared to spend a lot of 

time with the objective of making the fundamentals of the subject very clear to everybody in the 

classroom. So that’s where I was first exposed to fluid mechanics and he was, of course, typically 

German—I never saw him smile. That was just his style. He would always wear a suit and he came 

in this huge car, a Buick. He lived in Bungalow No. 11 on the Institute campus, where I lived later 

on. He would drive from his bungalow to the department just close by. He used to invite students 

to his house once a year for a little party. His wife would make ice-cream, and the other students 

went there if only for the ice-cream—it was not very common those days. But she always added 

Indian flavours, so it was particularly good. 

 Anyway, we sort of knew Tietjens, but he never talked directly to his students; he usually 

did it through an intermediary, Joga Rao. At the end of my Master’s course, he asked Joga Rao: I 

want you to ask Narasimha to come and meet me. So Joga Rao came and said, you know, professor 

wants to meet you. In those days, there was only one professor there, and “professor” also meant 

the head of the department. I thought, “Good God, what would he want to meet me for?” I went 

there, and he asked me, “Well, you know, your two years will be over pretty soon. What do you 

want to do afterwards?” By then meteorology was already an option for me. I said, “Maybe I’ll 

work in the aircraft industry. I’ll also apply to the Met department. But otherwise I have been 

thinking about it, and I don’t have anything very specific.”. He said, “No, you should do research.” I 

had done very well in his course. “But what’s more,” he said, “for your research, you should go 

abroad. And there are only two places I would recommend: Göttingen and Caltech. If you want to 

come to Göttingen, let me know, I’ll make sure you get admission.” 



I suppose going to Göttingen meant you would have to learn some German. 

RN: Well that you would have to do. However, during my two-year Master’s course at IISc, I had to 

learn some German, especially in aeronautics. You know why? It will come as a big surprise to 

many people. It wasn’t just because Tietjens was a German. It was because at that time, there was 

more advanced literature on aeronautical matters in German than in English. 
 

Was Satish Dhawan teaching you during your Master’s at IISc? 

RN: Yes, of course. That’s when I got to know him. In fact, he was a big influence on my life. He 

had studied at Caltech and he was really a singular man, a singularity on the campus. 

I have written about Dhawan. He was just the opposite of Tietjens, for example. Dhawan never 

wore a coat or tie, and liked colourful shirts. Tietjens came in a Buick, Dhawan came in a small MG 

sports car with an open top, a convertible. He would quite often walk from his place, but he also 

parked a car at the Department. He was not married at that time. After he parked his car, he would 

seem to jump out of the car. Then he would run up the stairs. He was a young man, very agile, and 

he completely changed the atmosphere. 

From one point of view, they were both good men. But Tietjens was at one end of the spectrum and 

Dhawan was on the other—a very informal Californian. 

At that time, he was building these little supersonic tunnels, the first in India. He was very good 

with his hands. More or less soon after he came, he was teaching a course on gas dynamics and 

supersonic flows because that’s what was really new at the time, and he had done it at Caltech. His 

first project was to build this supersonic tunnel where he could show his students shock waves. He 

wanted to do it just with whatever was available in the workshop at 

the Institute. He made a one centimetre square section wind tunnel, 

and that was built by the mechanics in the workshop. Those mechanics 

were very good, much better than you would now get. They were all 

very proud mechanics. 
 

Was this when Dhawan suggested you go to Caltech? 

RN: He did not suggest it right at this time. But he said, “You know, 

why don’t you do some research? Would you be interested in doing 

research?” I said yes. I was also influenced by two friends who were 

students at the Institute. They were the kind of people who would say 

it should be done here. After a discussion of this kind which I had with 

my own friends, I thought this was a good opportunity to see what I 

can do with research here. One of my more distant uncles, who had 

been to the US and had spent some time at Caltech, had come back. He 

was shocked to find that I had chosen to stay in the Institute and he 

said, “What are you doing here? You know Satish Dhawan, he’s your 

guide. Didn’t he send you to Caltech?” But I went along with my 

thinking at the time to do something here. And Dhawan had shown 

how to do some research. 
 

How did it come about that Satish Dhawan recommended you to go 

to Caltech? 

RN: It was very typical of him. At the end of two years he said, “You 

know Narasimha, there’s nothing more I can teach you. You want to go 

to Caltech?” Had Satish Dhawan not been there, I might have done 

something else. I doubt whether I would have gone abroad. So the fact 

that Satish Dhawan was there changed my mind. 
 

(to be continued….) 
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